Introduction
Let (X, · ) be a (real) Banach space. We refer to [38] or [28] as some introduction to the general theory of Banach spaces. Note that, as usual in the case, all the results we discuss here remain valid for complex scalars with possibly different constants. Let I be a countable set with possibly some ordering we refer to whenever considering convergence with respect to elements of I (wich will be denoted by lim i→∞ ).
Definition 1 We say that countable system of vectors is biorthogonal if for i, j ∈ I we have
(1) Such a general class of systems would be inconvenient to work with, therefore we require biorthogonal systems to be aligned with the Banach space X we want to describe. Definition 2 We say that system is natural if the following conditions are satisfied:
Usually we assume also that for all i ∈I, i.e. we normalize the system. Note that if (4) holds then functionals are uniquely determined by the set and thus slightly abusing the convention we can speak about being a biorthogonal system. Observe that if assumptions (1)-(4) are verified, then each is uniquely determined by the values and moreover for every . Clearly the concept of biorthogonal system is to express each as the series convergent to x. If such expansion exists for all then we work in in the usual Schauder basis setting. 
whenever this makes sense. In particular it is well defined for any finite J. It suggests that for each m = 0, 1, 2, … we can consider the space of m-term approximations. Namely we denote by the collection of all elements of X which can be expressed as linear combinations of m elements of i.e.:
Let us observe that the space is not linear since the sum of two elements from is generally in Σ 2m not in Σ m . For and for m = 0, 1, 2, … we define its best m-term approximation error (with respect to ) Commonly the system is clear from the context and hence we can suppress it form the above notation. Observe that from (4) we acknowledge that for each we have There is a natural question one may ask, what has to be assumed for the best m-term approximation to exist, i.e. that there exists some such that The question of existence of the best m-term approximation for a given natural system was discussed even in a more general setting in [4] . A detailed study in our context can be found in [39] and m = 0, 1, 2, … there exists such that The obvious candidate for being the norming subspace of X* is Later we will show that this is the case of unconditional bases. The idea of an approximation algorithm is that we construct a sequence of maps T m : X →X, m = 0, 1, 2, … such that for each , we have that The fundamental property which any admissible algorithm (T m ) m≥0 should verify is that the error we make is comparable with the approximation error, namely (6) www.intechopen.com where C is an absolute constant. The potentially simplest approach is to use projection of the type (5). We will show later that in the unconditional setting for each m, there exists projection P J which has the minimal approximation error, namely Among all the possible projections, one choice seems to be the most natural: we take a projection with the largest possible coefficients, that means we denote where the set is chosen in such a way that whenever j ∈ J and k ∉ J. 
Unconditional bases
One of the most fruitful concepts in the Banach space theory concerns the unconditionality of systems. The principal idea of the approach is that we require the space to have a lot of symmetry which we hope to provide a number of useful properties. We refer to [37] The smallest such constant U will be called symmetric constant.
Usually in the sequel we will assume that the unconditional system has the unconditional constant equal to 1. This is not a significant restriction since given unconditional system in X one can introduce a new norm By the classical extreme point argument one can check that this is an equivalent norm on X, more precisely for and has unconditional constant 1 in
In the classical Banach space theory a lot of attention has been paid to understand some features of spaces which admits the unconditional basis. We quote from [1] a property we have announced in the introduction.
Proposition 1 Let be an unconditional basis for X (with constant K). Then verifies that for all

Proof. Let . Since it follows immediately that
For the other inequality, pick (from unit sphere in X*) so that Then for each finite J we have Now we let J tend to I and use that if ■ Therefore according to Theorem 1 the optimal m-term approximation for unconditional system exists, i.e. is attained at some y ∈ . We remark that there are a lot of classical spaces which does not admit any unconditional basis and even (e.g. C[0, 1] see [1] ) cannot be embedded into a Banach space with such a structure. In the greedy approximation theory we consider the class of unconditional bases as the fine class we usually tend to search for the optimal algorithm (see [14] ). The reason is that for unconditional bases for a given the best m-term approximation must be attained at some projection Proposition 2 Let be a natural biorthogonal system with unconditional constant 1. 
Then for some constants C and m = 0, 1, 2, …. Proof. Let us fix with and m = 0, 1, 2, …. By Proposition 2, there exits a subset J ⊂ I of cardinality m such that and a subset of cardinality Using the unconditionality of the system we get
Let
The again using unconditionality we derive (8) www.intechopen.com
Since for we get (9) From (8), (9) and (7) we get so ■ Let be a biorthogonal system. The natural question rises when is the unconditional system in X*. The obvious obstacle may be that such system does not verify (4). For example the standard basis in l 1 cannot have its dual to be a basis in since the latter is not separable. However, if we consider it as a system in span then it will satisfy all our assumptions and thus we denote such system by *. Note that if is unconditional then so is *. 
Greedy bases
The first step to understand the idea of greedy systems in Banach spaces is to give their characterization in terms of some basic notions. The famous result of Konyagin and Temlyakov [26] states that being a greedy basis is equivalent to be an unconditional and democratic basis. We start from introducing these two concepts.
The second concept we need to describe greedy bases concerns democracy. The idea is that we expect the norm being essentially a function of rather then from J itself. . We say that 1-1 map π : suppx → N is a greedy permutation of x if π(i) = i for all i ∈ suppx\M(x) and if
That is a greedy permutation of x puts those coefficients of x whose absolute value is the largest in gaps of the support of x, if there are any.
If suppx ≠ N we will put Finally we denote by Π G (x) the set of all greedy permutation of x.
Definition 9 A Schauder basis for Banach space X has property (A) if for any we have
for all π ∈ Π G (x) and all signs with Note that property (A) is a weak symmetry condition for largest coefficients. We require that there is a symmetry in the norm provided its support has some gaps. When suppx = N then the basis does not allow any symmetry in the norm of x. The opposite case occurs when and J 0 is finite, then for any of cardinality
Theorem 6 A basis for a Banach space X is 1-greedy if and only if it is 1-unconditional and satisfies property (A).
Another important for application result is the duality property.
Remark 3 Suppose that is greedy basis and that
with 0 < α < 1. Then * is also greedy. Proof. From Theorem 5 we know that is unconditional, so we can renorm it to be 1-unconditional. Also, because is greedy we have We repeat the proof of Theorem 4 but in (13) 
Quasi greedy bases
In this section we characterize the quasi-greedy systems. One of the significant features of quasi greedy systems is that they are closely related to the unconditionality property.
Remark 4 Each unconditional system is quasi greedy.
Proof. Note that for an unconditional system and each the series converges unconditionally (we can change the order of I). In particular the convergence holds for any finite-set approximation of I and hence is quasi greedy. ■
There is a result in the opposite direction, which shows that quasi-greedy bases are rather close to unconditional systems. Definition 10 A system is called unconditional for constant coefficients if there exits constants c 1 > 0 and c 2 < 1 such that for finite and each sequence of signs we have
Proposition 3 If ( ) has a quasi-greedy constant C then it is unconditional for constant coefficients
with c 1 = C -1 and c 2 = C. Proof. For a given sequence of signs let us define the set For each > 0 and < 1 we apply Theorem 7 and we get Since this is true for each > 0 we easily obtain the right hand side inequality in (20) . The other inequality follows by analogous arguments. ■
The quasi greedy bases may not have the duality property. For example for the quasi greedy basis in l 1 , constructed in [12] the dual basis is not unconditional for constant coefficients and so it is not quasi greedy. On the other hand dual of a quasi greedy system in a Hilbert space is also quasi greedy (see Corollary 4.5 and Theorem 5.4 in [11]). Otherwise not much has been proved for quasi greedy bases.
Examples of systems
In this section we discuss a lot of concrete examples of biorthogonal systems. We remark here that all of the discussed concepts of: greedy, quasi greedy, unconditional symmetric and democratic systems, are up to a certain extent independent of the normalization of the system. Namely we have (cf.
[40]):
Remark 5 If is a sequence of numbers such that and is a system which satisfies any of the Definitions 4-8, then the system verifies the same definitions.
The most natural family of spaces consists of L p spaces 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ and some of their variations, like rearrangement spaces. As for the systems we will be mainly interested in wavelet type systems, especially the Haar system or similar, and trigonometric or Wlash system.
Trigonometric systems
Clearly standard basis in l p , p > 1 is greedy. The straightforward generalization of such system into space is the trigonometric system Such system may be complicated to the Walsh system in , given by where Unfortunately the trigonometric system is not quasi greedy even in L p . To show this fact we use Proposition 3, i.e. we prove that such systems are not unconditional for constant coefficients whenever p ≠ 2. Suppose that for some fixed 1 ≤ p < ∞ trigonometric system verifies (20). Then taking the average over signs we get
The symbol r j in the above denotes the Rademacher system. The right hand side (which is the L p norm of the Dirichlet kernel) is of order and of order logN when p = 1. Changing the order of integration and using the Kchintchine inequality we see that the left hand side is of order To decide the case p = ∞ we recall that the well-known Rudin 
Haar systems
We first recall the definition of Haar system in L p space. The construction we describe here is well known an we follow its presentation from [40] . We start from a simple (wavelet) function:
]. The usual procedure is to index Haar functions by dyadic intervals I and write h I instead of h j,k . We denote by D the set of all dyadic subintervals of R. It is a routine exercise to check that the system {h j,k : (j, k) ∈ Z 2 } = {h I : I ∈ D} is complete orthogonal system in L 2 (R). Note that whenever we consider the Haar system in a specified function space X on R we will consider the normalized system 
The main feature of the system is that supports of the functions are dyadic parallelograms with arbitrary sides. 2. The cubic Haar system, denoted by defined as follows: We denote by h 1 (t) the functions h(t) defined in (21) and by h 0 (t) the function 1 [0, 1] . For fixed d = 1, 2, … let C denotes the set of sequences = ( 1 , …, d ) such that i = 0 or 1 and For ∈ C, j ∈ Z and k ∈ Z d we define a function by the formula
Again it is a routine exercise to show that the system where varies over C, i varies over Z and k varies over Z d is a complete orthonormal system in L 2 (R d ). As before we consider the system normalized in To download this full book, simply select the format you desire below
